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Abstract—Taken together, recent advances in microelectromechanical systems, wireless mesh networks, digital circuits, and
battery technology have made the notion of autonomous pico air
vehicles viable. In this work we describe the core technologies
enabling these future vehicles as well as propose two possible
future platforms. We draw on recent research on high thrust
density atmospheric ion thrusters, microfabricated silicon control
surfaces, and extremely low mass and power mesh networking
nodes. Using the same open-source network implementation as
we have already demonstrated in larger UAVs, these flying
microrobots will open up a new application space where unobtrusiveness and high data granularity are vital.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless mesh networking has the potential to connect
swarms of hundreds or thousands of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) across size scales from meters down to millimeters. Early funding for low-power wireless mesh networking
was provided by DARPA to demonstrate autonomous aerial
deployment of sensors via UAV in 2001 [1] (Figure 1).
Since then, academic research, commercial developments, and
international standardization have created a powerful set of
tools for future swarms [2].
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology continues to drive down the size, power, and cost of the inertial
sensors necessary for stable flight, and smartphone markets
continue to drive down the size, power, and cost of digital
computation and mission-related sensors (e.g. camera, microphone) as well as improve the energy and power density of
batteries. Taken together with the improvements in networking,
this means that the mass of a minimum useful payload for
autonomous or semi-autonomous UAV operation has fallen
from kilograms, to grams, to milligrams today. We believe
that for many applications, the size of a useful and practical
UAV will shrink down to a scale of centimeters or less.
Indeed, a decade after the meter-scale UAV in Figure 1
deployed its sensor mesh and tracked its targets, a ten-times
smaller, one thousand times lighter UAV (Figure 2) performed
a similar mission. Flying into a building with a payload of
three mesh network enabled sensors, the copter was remotely
piloted via radio commands sent in over the mesh network
that it was deploying itself. Two images per second were
relayed out over the network to the operator [3], and control
information was sent into the network at a rate of several
commands per second. As the copter progressed into the
building it dropped its sensor/relay nodes one by one in order
to maintain network connectivity [4].

Fig. 1. Autonomous UAV with 8 wireless mesh sensors in exterior “bomb
bay”. Sensors were dropped at specific GPS locations, where they formed
a mesh network, shared data about vehicle magnetic events, and relayed
summary track information to the UAV each time it returned and joined the
network. The UAV then relayed that information to the ground station on its
next overflight [1].

Fig. 2. A remote-piloted 15cm copter carrying two droppable mesh networking relay/sensor nodes. Images from the copter were relayed out over the mesh
network, and flight commands were relayed in. The copter dropped sensors
as needed to maintain network connectivity as it flew into a building [4].

